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Paula Wolff: '' Success
Breeds ·Success''
Believing "success breeds success. " Governors State University
President Paula Wolff told staff and students at the Oct. 14 Fall
Convocation that their efforts at making changes and improvement in
1 993 wiD be the groundwork for 1 994 initiatives.
Citill8 a new mission staaement, an 8.2 pen:ent increase in enroll
mem, the awarding of more than $4 million in federal and Slate grants,
an examination of curricula and the developmelt of new GSU-com
nwnity partnerships this past year, the president said GSU staff and
studerts have worked at improving a university that already is very
good.
"If I had any central concern about decisiom over the last year, it is
that they may be misinterpreted as a signal that the university is
somemw not good and that we have to throw out everything and
radically change," she said in reflecting on her rust year as GSU
presidert.
"Far from inlending to signal this, let me reiterate that Governors
State's major weakness is being undelvalucd in the marketplace. We
have strong, robust and rigorous academic programs. Our studerts
appreciate how well the faculty teach. how strong the library is, how
e:�ccncnt the medialcd instruction is, alii how much support is lent to
our enterprise through the work of everybody in the institution, • she
noted.
•we CR staning from a plateau which is very high and about which
we should clearly not be ashamed, • tbe president stressed.
She said she receives uosoliciled testimonials from studeiU about
GSU. She m::ognized aU CR working diligcndy for the university, alii
she asked the staff to reaffirm their commitment to students saying, "If
it weren't for them, there would be none of us."
Change will continue during the university's 1 993-94 academic
year. The president said the next step of the strategic plannill8 process
wiD begin so that new short-tcnn and long-tenn goals can be estab
lished. She hopes to expand program offerings by hiring additional
faculty and beginning new program initiatives. The university also will
work at implementing three centers of excellence in multiculturalism
and internationalism, management and leadership, and technology and
infonnation.
GSU also wiD begin construction of the Regional Center for Tech
nology and the Performing Arts. Grouadbreaking wiD be in November.
Wolff recieved a wann response when she promised that no more
orange carpeting would be installed in the university.
And the president said she will contimc to tell people that Governors
State University is "delivering a superlati\•e product to a smstantia1 alii
important population. •

HHS Awards Grant To GSU
The Division of Nursing at
Governors State University bas
been awarded a $20,200 federal
grant to help with the educational
expenses of master's degree nurs
ing candidates.
T h e p r o fe s s i o n a l nurse
uaineeships gmm, from the Public
.HeallhScrviceof tbe u.s. Depart
melt of Health and Human Serv
ices (HHS), gives GSU funding to

help educate fun-time master's de
gree nursing students in nurse
practitioner, nurse midwife, nurse
educator, pli)lic health and clini
cal musing specialists.
This year, the grant will help
GSU assist four or ftve gmduate
nurses with tuition, fees and book
cxpcmes, and provide a stipend
for living expenses, according to
Dr. Annie Law rence, chairperson

of the GSU Division of Nursing.

This is tbe third year HHS has
renewed the grant for GSU.
"The awarding of the grant to
graduate students will allow them
to complete their education sooner
and make a contribution to health
care in the year 2000," said Dr.
Annie Lawrence, Division of
Nursing Chairperson.

Tchaka entertained at SLAC awareness day.

SLAC Makes Student Activities Possible

By Janel Clarke

SLAC Awareness Day, held Oct. 1 9, was
the stu
dent body about committees and other ac
tivities. As a student governing board,
SLAC is primarily responsible for budget
allocations, and it acts as a parent group for
a munber of activities committees.
The seven larger committees that
comprise student campus activities in
clude: clubs & organizations, special
events, recognition, leadership develop
ment, intramural and recreation, multi-cul
tural enhancement, and Model United
Natiom. Each committee organizes sepa
rate events and/or activities and each re
ceives funding based on annual budget
requests smmitted to SLAC.
The Clubs and Organizations Committee
is the largest of the seven committees; its
members include a rcpresenlatives from
a studelt effort designed to infonn

each active club on campus. Student Life
liaison Lamonda Kidd said there arc 30
active student cl005 covered by the commit
tee.
SLAC Chairman Fred Taylor said recrea
tion is not the only reason to get involved
with a club or organization. Involvement
offers "great potential for gaining profes
sional experience," according to Taylor.
CJubs are required to reactivate each fall
to have active status.
Once a year, each committee submits a
budget request to SLAC for fuRling. SLAC
meets to review the requests, makes deci
sions regarding distribution of funds. and
submits decisions to their parent group, the
Studelt Life Budget Board (SLBB).
SLBB then takes those budget proposals
alii makes final budgeting decisions. Even
tually, SLBB distnbutes monies for all Stu
dent Life activities, including equipment.
child care, staff, media, and other costs.

The Student Life department is commit
to providing co-c urricular activities to
enhance student experiences. They consider
these acti"�ities to be an integral part of the
learning experience for all students on cam
pus.
The Student Life staff has been ex
tremely helpful as a source of infonnation
on the workings of the university, according
to student leaders, such as Student Senate
President Tammy Jo Maher and SLAC
Chai nnan Taylor. "Student Life has no
vested interest in controUill8 studerts." said
Maher, adding. "They deserve recognition
for the valuable assistance they pnn·ide."
There is a current need for student in
volvement; both Maher and Taylor will be
graduating this semester. There are excel
lent opportunities for students and if this
semester is any illlication, it will be an
exciting alii rewarding time for those active
in student organizations.

ted
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Guvvy's Bits
b) Nicole M. Seibt

GSU CHRONICLE
lnfonnation gathered b) S.M.A. Students: Leigh Mitrick, Frank Trevino, Matt Schmidt, Sal Medica,

"Hm·e vou seen the latest issue ofthe Jnnomtor?" asked Jan.
.
'Teah. It was nothmg special. I don 't /..11ow why they don't do this,

and Michele Wieringa.

. W E ARE HAVING AN OPEN
8:30 AM TO 11:30 AM.

this, and that," replied Sally.

�d too many times I had been part of it.

Yes, yes I

MUFFINS WITH US. S.M.A. AT GSU IS ONLY ONE SITE PROVIDING EDUCATION AND
TRAINING FOR HANDICAPPED INDIVIDUALS. CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION: EXT#

know,

you're saying. "You? Nicole NOT you!" But it's true. I once \\ as a
critic of this humble student newspaper. I didn't badmouth it but I

4398.

• STUD ENT LIFE LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT COMMITT E E INVITES GSU STUDENTS
TO ATTEND THE 1993 ACAA LEADERSHIP EXCHANGE ON SATURDAY NOVEMBER 6.

certainly did nitpick, and, to be completely honest, sometimes I still

1993 AT LOYOLA UNIVERSITY WATER TOWER CAMPUS. BUS DEPARTS GSU AT 8 AM

do.

AND RETURNS AT 5 PM. $15 REGISTRATION FEE AND ROUND TRIP BUS TRANSPORTA

Although aJI of us here at the Innovator try to do e\·el) thing we can
to satisfy ourrcaders. we'rc not superhuman. Tlus is why we're callmg
out to \ ou--our audience.
·
we at the Innovator arc yearning for more people to join our

TION PROVIDED FREE FOR GSU STUDENTS. RESERVATIONS: (708) 53.t4557.

• DRACULA'S CASTLE SPONSORED BY PARK FOREST JAYCEES AT PARK FOREST TRAIN
ING CENTER ON ORCHARD DRIVE OCTOBER 21ST TO 30TH 7-11PM (CLOSED THE 25TH).
$3-ADULTS AND $2-CHILDREN.

wonderful team. No experience is needed. but the ability to write in
complete sentences would be beneficial I kno\\ . you'rc saying "What
could

1 write about?" Well, the aflS\\ er is up to you.Arc we tight

hppcd? I think not.

HOUSE IN ROOM E1601 FRIDAY. OCTOBER 29. 1993 FROM

MEET S.M.A. AND C.A.P. ADMINISTRATORS, TEACHERS, STU

DENTS AND PARENTS OF STUDENTS ENJOY COFFEE, ORANGE JUICE, DOUGHNUTS AND

Too manv times have I heard this conversation between fellow GSU
students, a

October 28, 1993

Arc we liberal?

• THE

T11is counll)• prides itself on the freedom of speech. What better
place to exercise the I st amendment than here at the Innovator. If
you're willing to become a permanent writer or just want to submit
pieces every once in a \\ hile. stop b� the Innovator office located b�
Student Life and sign up. REMEMBER: It's not only fun. it also looks
great on a resume.
"You must do the thing you think you cannot do."
-Eleanor Roosevelt

J ESSE WHITE TUMBLERS PRESENTED BY STUDENT LIFE WILL HAVE A FREE

PERFORMANCE IN THE STUDENT CENTER GYMNASIUM ON OCTOBER 30 FROM 2 TO

We can be (remember "The

Priest"?).

BARGAIN NIGHTS ARE ON OCT 21ST AND 26TH ($2-

ADULTS AND $I-CHILDREN).

2:30 PM. RESERVATIONS CALL EXT#4557 .

• SIMPLE PLEASURE CONCERT IN MUSIC REHEARSAL

HALL ON SAT. OCT. 30TH FROM

7-10 PM.

• ALL PROFESSIONAL AND ASPIRING MUSICIANS COME TO THE GSU JAZZ ENSEMBLE
MEETINGS EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT FROM 7-9 PM.

• CAMPUS WELLNESS DAY ON NOV. 8TH IN HALL OF GOVERNORS FROM 3-8 PM.
• AMERICAN COLLEGE OF H EALTH CARE EXECUTIVES GENERAL MEETING ON NOV.
•

3RD AT 7 PM.
ALCOHOL AND DRUG AWARENESS DAY ON OCT. 26TH IN TI-lE HALL OF GOVERNORS
FROM 11:30 AM TO 7:30 PM.

• CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL BAKE SALE IN HALL OF GOVERNORS ON NOV

4TH FROM

lOAM T07 PM.

GOTTA PLOW

• SOCIAL WORK CLUB MEETING OCT 27 AT 7:30 PM IN LIBRARY CONFERENCE ROOM.
• INTERV ARSITY C HR ISTIAN F ELLOWSHIP MEETING ON FRIDAY OCT. 22ND AT 3 00
PM IN ENGBRESTON HALL.

New Editor
Sought For
Innovator

Applications arc flO\\ being accepted for the position of editor of the
Innovator for the next year. Students arc encouraged to apply through

• CHILD CARE NE EDS? CALL STUDENT LIFE CHILDCARE PROGRAM AT EXT#4561
• JOB OPPORTUNITIES. WORKSHOPS. SERVICES, ETC. POSTED ON BOARDS OUTSIDE OF
DIVISION OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SERVICES (El 500), JOB OUTSIDE OFFICE OF
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT OFFICE (DlOOl ).

• ART FORUM T-SHIRT DESIGN CONTEST, ORIGINAL DESIGNS DUE BY TUES. NOV. 23RD
OPEN TO ALL GSU STUDENTS. PRIZES AWARDED. CONTACT SUSAN INMAN IN THE
OFFICE OF FINE AND PERFORMING ARTS F-2102 FOR MORE INFO.

• NATURAL

• ART EXIDBITS, GALLERIES, GRANT PROGRAMS, EVENTS. ETC.

• GET A JUMP ON C HRISTMAS SHOPPING AT THE COLLEGE OF PUBLIC BUSINESS AND
ADMINISTRATION'S FIFTH ANNUAL SILENT AUCTION NOV. 9 FROM 9 A.M. TO 7 P.M. IN
THE HALL OF GOVERNORS. PROCEEDS WILL BENEFIT THE STUDENT ADVISORY

Applicant Should Submit:

BOARD'S ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FUND.

I. One page resume
2 A letter of application detailing strengths and weakness as they
relate to the job requirements outlined in the SCMB Policies.
Applications should be addressed to the SCMB. Student Life Di\'i
sion. care of Rita Nagy.
Application Deadline is November 1�. 1993.
For further information contact Rita Nagy. Student Life Division.
ext. 4550, 455�.

Corrections

New Agreement

T h e f oliO\\ i n g a d d i t i o n s
should be made t o the t o the
spring/summer 1993 Dean's List

Expands Library

, printed in the last edition of the
,
hmovator:
Susan Snlith -Country Club

Resources

Hills,

TIME GUIDELINES
October 28

Application packets available.

October 28 -- November 1�

Submission of applications.

November 15-24

Review of applications and

interview by the SCMB.
Dcccmber 6

Notification of applicants.

Frederick G. Ta) lor -Tinley
Park

T11e list subnlitted to the Inno
vator was incomplete. We regret

the error.

Special SCMB meeting, approval of

A Library Resource Sharing

The twelve colleges and uni\ cr

and Reciprocal Borrowing Agree

sities of the Consortium have

has been recently signed by

agreed that member libranes will

ment

the South Metropolitan Regional

allow circulation materials to be

Higher Education Consortium

borrowed by all holders with a cur

member libraries.

new editor.

I

ARE POSTED ON BUL

LETIN BOARDS OUTSIDE VISUAL ARTS OFFICE (E 1501).

the following process.

November 29

ENTANGLEMENTS' A GRADUATE ART EXHIBIT BY STEPHANIE ULEJ

SHOWN IN VISUAL ARTS GALLERY THROUGH OCT 28TH 6-9 PM.

rent/valid 10 from any other mem
ber library.

December 7 -- 10

Appeals to Student Life Director.

December 11 -- 20

Orientation period for new editor.

Dccember 20

Final day for old editor.

Towne Meeting To

Petition Recommends

Be Held Nov. 10

Increased Bus Service

Student Senate will be hold

Would a bus service to and

ing a Towne Meeting on Nov.

from GSU after 6:30 p.m. and on

10. at 3 p m. in the Hall of

the weekends be utilized?

Governors. The notice printed

Anyone \\ ho would usc such a

in the "Student Senate Update"

service is asked to sign a petition

column in the Oct. 1� Innova

requesting such a sen icc. T11c pe

t o r incorrectly placed the

littons arc available eitl1cr at tl1c

meeting on Dec. 10.

office of Student Life or at the
Welcome Center

The topic of the meeting

Tllis is one of many issues Stu

will be the quality and evalu

dent Senate is involved \\ itl1.

ation of teaching here at GSU.

Anyone with comments, sugges

All are welcome and refresh

tions, or other ideas arc encour

ments will be served.

aged to contact Student Senate at
534-5000 Ex1. 5328.

Employee of the
Month: Ralph (Tom)

9a!�=.���.��.,

Pamphlets that describe the
procedures and identify the mem
ber institutions arc now available
at GSU library. Governors State
University is supportive of tlus
new program since it ex1ends edu
cational resources to the students.
citi7ens. and businesses in our re
gion.
Member Institutions arc:

Life Center who really puts the stu
dent first. He goes out of his way to

College of St. Francis

help whether it's job related or not.

Governors State Univcrs1t�

He works mostly full time as a Gym

Joliet Junior College

Supervisor. But he handles the vast

Kankakee Conmmnity College

majority of division's computer

Lewis Um\'Crsil)
Moraine Valley Comm unit)

work, such as. setting up data-bases

College

and progranlS. Tom also works hard
to set up the fil.rless room as well as

Olivet Nazarene Univcrsit)

other areas of Student Life. Tom is

Prairie State College
St. Joseph College of Nursmg

the kind of person GSU needs most.
He otTers himself to Student Service
the \ el)' last.
among us!

flfSl GSU second, and himself

He deserves our well-wishes and continued success

St. Xavier University
South Suburban College
Trinity Christian College

October 28, 1993
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The S.T.S. Emergency Fund Is

TO
YOUR
HEALTH

A Great Investment
by Saima Ashraf

Around holiday time last December. two G.S.U.

Bob's efforts

are

commendable.

arc

We can now

students Tsai-mei and Jane Hu were in unfortunate

hope that if students

car accident. These international students from Tai

ations, like LaMarr, Tsai-mei and Jane were, they

wan. thousands of miles away from home had no

have a better chance of getting unmediate help

means of paying for the ex1cnsive medical bills. No

through this fund. instead of waiting for donations to

one from Governors State University came forward

collect.

to financially help them out

Tsai-mei now owes

struck by emergency situ

by Leonard Robinson, M.D.

Q:Last month you talked about
"flu" and who needs to get a vaccination -"hat about pneumonia?
A:Pneurnococcal pneumonia is the sixth leading cause of death

But before we get to that point we still have the

among older adults in tre U.S. and is the leading cause of pneumo
nia-related hospitalizations. according to the Voluntary Hospitals of

The 1Uinois State Legis

$50,000 in medical bills and another $6000 for the

task of collecting the fund.

loans she took for her immediate living expenses at

lature will help us in this endeavor. but we have to

tre time.

make the first move: for every dollar (up to $9) that

America. In a young, healthy adult, pneumonia may cause symptoms
no worse than an ordinary cold, but in an older person, a heavy smoker,

Another tragic mishap earlier this year struck the

a G.S.U. student donates the state will match it and

Broughton family. Their house was burned down

add to the fund. As Bob Hensle put it, "It behooves

completely. Lamarr Broughton, a student of GSU,

us that if we want to get more money out of the State

or someone with an impaired immune system, the infection can be
devastating and require a lengthy treatment process and hospitalization.

without compensation. Ever since, other students

So far we have only collected about $ 1 25, by
going into individual classes and asking for dona

The vaccine for pneumococcal pneumonia is an excellent step any adult

have been collecting donations to try to help him out.

tions. We

along with his wife and children lost everything.
They had no insumnce and so all they had was gone

Everyone would like to believe that nothing like

are very gmteful

chance to pitch in please do so. We hope to collect at
least $ 1 000, prefembly more, to be able to adequately

But it did. Unfortunately fires, accidents. and other

help out students in need.

can do is to firs1

possibly include the donation on the tuition bill-just

"hich most of us do, and sccnnd be prepared for them
"hen they do happen.
One way of preparing for such emergencies is
being promoted by Bob Hensle. Treasurer of Student

$1 per person. lf that happens, please don't be reluc

Older adults are encouraged to participate in "Pneumonia Pnock
out," October 25 through November 1 9, by getting inoculated by their

student, or even yoursetn

Emergency Fund. Bob points out that this kind of

which will determine an emergency situation and
financial need, a committee will be set up for this

of G.S.U. in tre past too. However, as no donations

purpose. lf you would like to be a part of the com

had been collected for it, in a couple of years it had

mittee. or even just have a suggestion or two. give us

died out. Since the beginning of Fall trimester Bob

a call at 534-5000 ext 5328. This is the STUDENT

has been collabomting '"ith the Financial Aid office

SENATE voice mail.

to revive this fund again.

family physicians.

Medicare covers tre cost of the vaccination. so

there is no reason to put it off.

Ifyou have any health-related questions, please send them to the

!

editor and I will answer.

If you'd like a personal reply, send a

confidential letter, including name and address to me atIngalls Famt(v

Care Center, 4647 W. Lincoln lfwy., Matteson,IL 60--143.

A FFAIRS OF STATE:

Program Looks At School Reform
national leaders, schools and com-

United States during the Oct. 28

lifetime.

ment which will go a long way in helping a fellow

fund exists in most universities, and in fact \Vas a part

working hand-in-hand in the

at the injection site. Also, unlike, the annual influenza vaccination,

most people need to receive the pneumorua vaccine only once in their

tant to hand that dollar over. It's a verysmall invest

As we have yet to decide the specific criteria

E d u c a t o rs w i l l l e arn how

rence of adverse reactions. While about 30 percent of the millions of1

adults who receive flu shots do have a mild reaction, there arc almost
no side effects from the pneumonia vaccine other than some soreness

The Financial Aid office is trying to find a way to

Senate. It's called the S. T.S. (Student to Student)

school rcfom1 and technology arc

The pneumococcal pneumonia vaccine may be received at the same
time with the influenza, or "flu" vaccine without increasing the occur

Thank You! Those of you who have not had the

this will ever happen to them. Possibly LaMarr and

take measures to prevent them,

can take to protect against the disease.

to all the contributors.

Tsai-mci never thought this could happen to them.
emergency situations are a part of our lives. All we

People with chronic health conditions such as heart disease, kidney
disease, diabetes or lung disease arc at increased risk for pneumonia.

legislature, we take that first step".

mu n i t i c s

w or k i n g

outline how she has incorpomted

t ow a r d s

technology into her teaching

change. and how school districts

methods and developed technol

arc using tcchnolog} in tl1e class-

room.

ogy uses for local elementary
schools.

Yidcoconference "School Rc-

Issues, impediments and op-

The registmtion fee for this

fom1: From Vision to Reality mth

p o rtunitics for technology in

vidcoconfercnce is $25. For addl

Technology" hosted by Gover-

schools will be explored. Repre-

tional information. contact Dr.

nors State University.

scntativcs from local school dis-

Dominic Candcloro in the GSU

The l to 4 p.m. progmm, pro-

tncts will make presentations.

Office of Confcrences/Work

duccd b� the National School

They will be joined by GSU Pro-

shops and Weekend College at

Boards Association, focuses on

fcssor Suzanne Prescott who will

(708) 534-4099.

Bungle In The Jungle
by Terry Crane

Bill Clinton. in keeping with the long tradition of Democrat foreign

policy incompetence, has managed, in his short time in office to nearly
destroy the military's confidence and the confidence of our allies.
Of course we were told during the campaign that foreign policy
experience didn't matter, as if an air mid in Viet Nam were tre same as
a panty raid at Oxford.
Clinton said recently that he liked foreign policy more than he thought
he would. "It pumps me up," he said.
Gee Whiz! That's great Bill, except you seemed a little deflated when
trey dragged the body of that U.S. Serviceman tllrough the streets of
Mogadishu. So, in usual Clinton fashion. he blamed George Bush, the
Commander in Chief of Desert Storm. I'm afraid Bill is going to have

Slaps hots by Victoria Kloske

to take the blame on this one.
Clinton's first mistake was to

hand over control of our troops to the
than this adrninistmtion) who up

U.N., (an institution even more inept

C.USTER'S ARST S"'WJO

to last year concerned themselves mainly with the Rain Forest and
documents containing really, really harsh language to various global
baddies.
It was decided by U.N. Secretary Gencml and new Commander of
tre United States Armed Forces, Boutros Boutros-Ghali, that we should
change the mission from one of

food

distribution to a hunt for the

dreaded Mohammed Farah Aidid, a local two-bit warlord. Aidicl in
response, sent a top aid to Imn to buy more weapons '"hilc Defense
Secretary Les Aspen was busy denying equipment to our troops.
By August, Aidid had become more powerful, in part because U.N.
Troops had killed some of Aidid's clansmen who were opposed to him,

and by evading U.N. Forces while interviewing with every press corps
imaginable.
Secretary Of State Warren Christopher decided that the U.N. should
offer Aidid a chair at the peace talks. This policy parallels nicely with
the policy to hunt Aidid down.
IF

Absent from trese conflicting. irmtional, and hastily made policies,

YOU I"V\VE A HAIR MY AND

NO ONE YOO I(N()AJ .5EE5 '(OU

i� there any real decision making on Bill Clinton's part? Sure he doubled

. • •

the amount of troops and added some more gunships but this action does
nothing to establish a clear, coherent policy.

'

three basic options;

We do, however. have

we could fritter away lives ala LBJ, which makes

us look weak. We could bomb them into the Stone Age, which is a
mistake because we have no real national security interest there. 1n the
end we will pack up and get out through a peace agreement or because
of Bill's polling data which again, will make us look weak.
In an unprecedented move, Bob Dole, republicans and a number of

Sure air bags \\tll"lt great in hoot-end rolhsions, but only
a safety belt can pn>lfd you from Side and rear-end rolhsicl!l>.
Sn buckle up. And you11 awer all the angles.
DID YOU RfALQ'
A HAIR "MY?

I-lA\£

lOU aUJJ I..E.AIII A LDrRDI A lUI«
BIDl£- SAfOY BEll
·--·
�-

dcmocmts

arc trying to author amendments limiting Bill Clinton's use

of force. In tre long term, this is not a good idea, but it docs illustrate
that America as the most powerful nation on earth must not appear weak,
while addressing the one weakness in this fiasco, Bill Clinton.
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Q : Which

ona

Is

mos+ II ktl� -to St.ttceed ?

Bo��HEAJJH

OTHER (W1aTE -IN):
P\Ck �O'U' answer &.aehd itio th� 1Mtt0'#.10R. R&s&.lfs will� in
ihe. � 11-tt. � - R�. fllis! Ch�-YCM an-!!f&aft'en.
�------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I

�0�2!=�!�rJ!t�"�!�t��!!f�

of mstruction m the In novator of October 1 4

Thanks To Cafeteria
Employee
In

the past, faculty were required to include every

interesting but it may have confused some read-

SEI fonn from every course. In a tenure portfo

ers.

lio, there could easily be 1000 forms collected

While the fonn for evaluation of instruction

over the si.x years of probationruy employment.

has changed, the importance of student feedback

This presented evaluators with an avalanche of

in the evaluation of instruction is unchanged.
Both the faculty and administration want to

paper.

portfolio contain student evaluation forms for

know what students think about their courses

only one course per tenn coupled with the

and their instructors. Students will continue to
evaluate every instructor in every course. 1be

course materials and, ideally, a peer evaluation
of the course. 1be Task Force further recom

forms may be distributed by the faculty member,

mended that the choice of the courses be done

but a student will collect the completed forms

in conjunction with the division chair. It was the

and return them to the office of the

reasoning of the Task Force that this documen

di\

ision

The

Task Force recommended that the

chair. The division chair will read the forms and

tation would be more accessible to the evalua

retum them to the faculty member. All student

tors and more apt to result in a more accurate

responses ''"ill be seen by the division chair. as
well as by the instructor of the course.
The Task Force on the Evaluation of Instruc-

assessment of performance.

It is true as you say in your article, that not
every student evaluation fonn will find its wav

tion was charged with developing a system to

into this fonnal evaluation process. It is impo;

evaluatc and improve instruction.

The Task

tant to note, however, that the division chairs

Force recommended that in addition to the stu-

will see every evaluation fonn and will knO\\

dent evaluation system. a fonnal system for peer

which courses rna} present a problem.

evaluation be developed. Because the goal of

knowledge will guide the choice of courses for

evaluation is to improve instruction, the .Task

evaluation.

Force recommended procedures to help faculty
to identify strengths and weaknesses and to improve their courses.
When a professor applies for retention or

This

In this way. the opinion of each

student in each course will continue to have an
impact on retention and tenure.
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more goofy I got, the more

gracious she became. In retrospect I can only
ask to be forgiven.
In April of this year, I started working one

attended them. I had seen many different stu

day a week in the Production Shoppe, which is

dent services and programs that worked in a

part of the Student Life division. Imagine my

egos of the people administrating them. Need

the student population. When a student is dis

less to say, I was calloused about so called

satisfied with something, they usually end up in

student services, and Student Life when I ar

tl1e office of Tommy Dascenzo or Mike Black
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rived here.

bum, who are the Director and Assistant Direc

During my first experience registering (re

tor, respectively. Assisting the student in

member the long lines), I remember being

remediating problems is only part of their daily

greeted by smiling faces with silver badges that
ominously said, "Student Life Staff." I remem

ber thinking to myself, "Ya, right... These peo

ple must be out of their minds if they expect me
to believe this bunk." I must admit that I main

task. These two dy namo s work with students to
provide services, events and activities to am
plify the educational environment for the stu
dents.
Having had the opportunity to work with

tained this attitude for a while. I must also admit,

tl1ese men and not for them, 1 have gained great

at this writing, that it was maintained out of

insight into what I must do to be able to work,

ignorance .

Earlier this year, as a grad student, I became

the President of the Counseling club. I found it
necessary to work with Student Life, and be

cause of my attitude and ignorance, I must have

honey, you\c got to eat, I have

some change l10w short are vou?

let's sec what you've got the re?

Well to make a long story short she
gave me SOt and' anished behind
the counter. She had no idea that
Friday will be my last day at this
University nor if she would ever
sec her 50c agatn. I paid the 50c
today and asked her boss for her
last name in order to nominate her
for thc cmployccof thc month. He

Mary Lee Johnson

lAMMr BrOUGhton

CoiiJftii\IStS
Bill Kolstad
Adrian Forte
Nicole Seibt

s a i d ... t h c n f ro m b e h i n d t h e
counter can1e "Del" Carcclli. Oh

thanks a lot.

surprise when I discovered a group of people

Vic:tona Kloske

to death and 30c short. Oh \\ell I

thank you D EL CARC ELL i .

who literally move heaven and earth to service

SteveY�

eye. There I stood. nearly starved

the last time I just wanted to sa'

variety of ways. At the last school I attended the

Houl ihan

Looking around in the

cafeteria, the salads caught my

times.As I prepare to leave here for

Student Life programs only seemed to boost the

Tom

CO!')TI8I1I OSU

were as vastly diverse as the populations that

tom of my purse for the loose
change.

but rather just a great woman who

T.DemFulan
lB Godfrey

lAyout

tended three different community colleges that

myself starving and having left my
lunch at home, I searched the bot

is accustomed to help others at

where to go.

SERVfNG GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY

the Library. At 6:30 pm I found

said she is not a State employee,

CAS Faculty

GSU's Greatest Treasure is
Also It's Greatest Secret
The
I carne to GSU as an undergrad having at

evening .... Y estcrday was a regu
lar day, I was working 2- l 0 pm at

was glad to give me her name but

Jane Wells

tenure. the decision is based on materials pre-

GSUINNOVATOR

I just wanted to take a moment

and say a quick thank you to some
one l had never met before last

after graduauon from the Counscltng program
here, at the university level, as a college coun
selor.
I have worked these past six months with Rita
Nagy as my immediate supervisor. She, like

been a miserable person for Larnonda Kidd to

Tommy, Mike and Lamonda, works tirelessly

work with. This lady never once put me in my

to provide services that most students never see

place, although sre surely would have been

but if she was not here, she would certainly

within her rights to tell this self-righteous, pom

missed. Her patience and understanding of the

pous lady that I remember being, what to do and

students greatly enhance the services provided

�

in the Production Shoppe. She like
the other staff works side by wide
with the student to provide a true
learning environment for student
workers and for the students who
have the opportunity to work with
her.
I fmd myself thinking how for
tunate I have been to have been
accepted into the family I know as
Student Life, and allowed to grow
in my own way. It is a place where
you are accepted for who you are

and what you want to do. not by
what someone else wants you to
be. Your skills are prized as well

as cultivated, and your ideas taken
into consideration. Yes, there is a
group of smiling faces behind
those Student Life badges. each

with a body, mind and heart at
tached to it. And they (we) all take

the job seriously. They are the peo
ple with answers to help other stu
dents, and people who would work

long hours to get done the jobs that

many students never sec .

Thank you Student Life for be
ing the gem ofGSU.
Eileen

Truszkowski
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New Music Reviews

match the total number of units shifted for the first

by Jeff D i nclli

Traveling Wilburys circle jerk session. At any rate,
these guys (made up of members of the above
groups. led by Steve Wynn and Bryan Harvey) sit
around a bottle of whiskey and crank out some

Bettie Serveert
Palomine

(Matador)

bluesy jams and Dylanesque oddities that are so

Sure it sounds like it was recorded in the GSU
media lab, but this debut from the best Dutch quartet
I know isone ofthe more i nfectious releases in recent

memory. Singer/guitarist Carol Van Dijk's thick,
syrupy voice and affectionate rhythm guitar play ing
hover over every th i ng he re , a nd t u nes l i ke
"Palomine" and "Tom Boy" are guaranteed to stick
to your memory banks after the first few listens.
Even corny lines like "The sun will always shine I

unpretentious you 'II hate to hear it end. "When You
Make Up Your Mind," "Trial Separation Blues" and
"The Preacher and the Prostitute" remind me of
B londe On Blonde or Sticky Fingers. which at least

proves these guys have a good record collection.
What started out an interesting curiosity has turned
into a frequently-played selection on the personal
rotation. While more albums should be made this

Fuzzy gem s from Hol land

Alternative-star j am

way. few would sound tllis good. G RAD E: B

On this Pal-o-mine," work thanks to the charmingly
rough melodies and the over-the-top guitar play i ng
of Peter Visser. who obviously tunes his axe listen
ing to Crazy Horse albums.

These fuzzy gems

evolve almost effortlessly, causing one to wonder if
perhaps this band hasn't yet peaked, despite the
adulation heaped upon them from the rock-crit

The Mghan Whigs
Gentlemen

(Eiektra)
This isn't fun by any means -- it wasn't intended

ill-advised cover of Sebadoh's "Healthy Sick"; the

to be Party Album '93 -- but this furiously intense
album has a cohesiveness that is almost spooky, as

awkward rhythm section loses its way at times) but
the well-worn, comfortable fee l ing of this see m ingly

if this were frontrnan Greg Dulli' s idea of a concept
album. The swirling melodies of "Fountain And

casual near-masterpiece is captivating.

Fairfax" and "Gentlemen" leave room for each in

world. Palomine has some rough moments (the

G RADE:

strument to be heard, and these guys play their asses
off (you could devote an entire listen concentrating

B+

on nothing but the bass-drums interplay, I have).
The band can't afford to let up, since Dulli's blunt

Gutterball

diatribes on "Be Sweet" and "Debonair" are down

Gutterba/1

right scary and barely leave time for anyone to catch
his breath. Even on the slower, moodier tracks (the

(Mute)
All-star jams tend to be masturbatory. but then
again this assemblage of college radio darlings can't
really be considered stars. If you added up the sales
of Dream Syndicate, House of Freaks, Long Ryders,
and the Silos albums collectively, they still wouldn't

chilling "When We Two Parted") strange sounds
float over Dulli's commanding voice, and mello
trons and cellos surface occasionally, creating an
almost claustrophobic atmosphere that will have you
zoning. A riveting release from one of rock's finest
bands. GRADE: A

A�te $1nes 1(1t Y�u

Civic Orchestra Offers
Open Rehearsals With
Solti And Boulez
The 75th anniversary season
of the Civic Orchestra of Chi
cago, training o rchestra of the
Chicago Symphony, provides
the public two special opportuni
ties to attend open reading re
hearsals of landmark works of
the early 20th century, led by
Music D i rector Laureate S i r
Georg Solti and popular guest
conductor Pierre Boulez. The
open rehearsals allow the public
a gli mpse at how two of the
world's most i mportant conduc
tor's prepare their orchestras for
performances.

The Afghan Wigs make Eerie sounds

by Willi am

R. Kolstad

ers. It became the Annual Thanksgiving Blues

You say that you would like to go out and

bone and Hank Ford on saxophone. Long time
Chicago blues guitarist Carlos Johnson will

see some blues. Well. here is your chance to

also appear.

get out and hear some of the best blues that

Lead i ng L ady of t he B l ues, B a rbara

Chicago has to offer. SoPro's l i th Annual
Thanksgiving Blues Review is coming to

LeShoure. The Chi-Town Boogie Man,
Casey Jones. a regular performer at the King
ston Mines, will be there to perform music

Buddy Guy's Legends on November 2-tth, the
night before Thanksgiving Day.

Another feature is Chicago's

The SoPro

from his album Crowd P/easer. A very spe

Blues Reviews are a blues jam featuring sev
eral noted Chicago blues musicians playing

cial guest for this show will be Grammy
Award winner Sugar B lue, one of Chicago's

together. So Pro music promoter Buddy Mon

best harmonica players. This show is going

aco gave me the current lineup for this year and

to be dedicated to the memory of one of its
fi rst performers, Lefty Dizz. Those of you

a little of the history of the B lues Review.
The Blues Reviews began eleven years ago

who tell me that you would like to get out and

when a show was scheduled for the Wednes
day night before Thanksgiving featuring gui

hear some live blues this is your chaoce. The
Bears don't start until 1 1 :30 am on Thanks

tarist Don Griffin along with the Jody Noa
Sho' Nuf Blues band. As that evening pro

giving Day so come out and hear what I've
been talking about.

gressed Lefty Dizz and Casey Jones dropped

Chicago guitarist Carlos Johnson

Some quick notes of interest to blues lis-

Maestro Solti will lead the or
chestra of y o u ng pre-profes

Review and it has continued ever since. Over

sional musicians in Stravinsky' s

the years many musicians have appeared in the

Petrushka on Monday, Novem

ber 15th, from 5 to 6:00 pm, and

B lues Reviews such as Kenny Anderson,

Pierre Boulez will conduct Ma

Marty Bender, Mike Gibb, Hubert Hoffner,

hler's Symphony no. 6 on Sun
day, December 5 at 1 1 :30 am.

Jimmy Kenny,

James Lockett,

"Professor

Blues" Eddie Lusk, B . B . Odom, Gordon Pa

triarch, Sonny Seals, Bill Shackford, Gus
Taylor, John Watkins, J. W. Williams, and

Both rehearsals take place at
Orchestra Hall The conductors

Jerry Wilson just to name a few. The shows

will wear microphones so listen
ers may hear their directives and

have bee n held in many locations all over

comments, and audience mem

Chicago and the suburbs. The shows have a
good attendance and usually a very festive

bers are welcome to bring scores

crowd.
This year it will be held on Wednesday.

to follow the music with the con
ductor.
The rehearsals are free. but

November 24th at Buddy Guy 's Legends, 754
South Wabash Ave., C hicago, doors open
about 9:00 p.m. the show will start before

tickets, available by mail only,
are required. To order. send your

only and they are only $9. The lineup for the

name, address, phone number

show will be Chicago 's Foremost Guitarist

1 0:00 p.m. Tickets are available at the door

and a self-addressed stamped en

Casey Jones Sings At the Bl ues

velope to Civic Orchestra Tick
ets, 220 South Michigan Avenue,

Review

Chicago, n.. 60604.

Don Griffin, a talented player that can carry the

Guitarist Don Gri ffi n hosts the Bl ues
Review
teners. The Chicago Blues Jam with Buzz
Killman has bee n moved to Sunday nights at

by and played along too. It was such a great

range from slide guitar blues to hard rocking
blues. Playing drums is Chicago talent Pat
Doody. Johnny B. Gaydon will be playing the

6:00 p.m. on w1up fm 97.9. The show is
followed by E lwood Blues' House of Blues

show that the next year another show was

bass. Joining them will be the Chicago Fire

at 8:00 p.m. Both show feature some of the

scheduled featuring the same players and oth-

Horns featuring Bill McFarland on the trom-

best of the blues. Tune in and get the Blues.

I
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Rape and Self Defense by Nancy Bittle

prison overcrowding - except now they are angrier and

"Authorities" who tell women to not fight back are part

stronger and better at fighting than before.

of the problem.

Vancy Bittle is president of A WARE (Amring Women Against

the only deterrent they see is that the victim could pose a

Rape and Endangerment), a non-profit organization

risk to their life or well-being.

that

Essentially

I'm not going to risk my life and safety

for someone else's vision of society.
Most people are in denial when they consider the

Protect yourself, and

possibility that a tragedy could happen to them. (While

themselves ifsuch an occasion were to occur. A WARE is based

cause one criminal to reconsider that perhaps women

at the same time, they pay for types of insurance they are

in Boston, Afass.

aren't such easy targets after all.

Don't be just another victim.

teaches women how to avoid had situations and defend

"Why should I care about self defense to begin with?"

Perhaps he would find

not likely to usc). What would you do to protect yourself
from the very real risk of criminal assault? Yes, it's an

another way to take out his anger on the world.

upsetting thought, but I encourage all women to get

Well, because the memory of being a victim stays

The women that come to AWARE for help are

" ith you forever. You can become stronger in some ways

women who are taking pro-active steps toward not being

training in an effective method for self defense. If you

as a result of the experience, but that does not change

victims.

don't have a plan, you are likely to panic and freeze or

what

happened.

helplessness
impossible

to

experienced

The

feeling

resulting

from

convey

such

an

to
act.

of victimization
a

violent

someone
Rape

and

and

assault

is

They are no longer ignoring the danger, or

hoping it will go away, or relying on others for their

flail which are not effective ways of dealing with an

protection.

assault.

They recognize the best time to learn to

whose

never

swim is not when the Titanic is sinking, so they are

assault

leave

getting training NOW.
There is a huge ethical difference between offensive

permanent scars, both mental and physical. An intended
victim who defended herself because of a gun doesn't

Learn about self-defense so that you won't experience
the terror and helplessness at the moment when you

violence and self-defense.

I've heard people take the

realize you are not strong enough . . . and he's too strong.
The side effects of being the victim of a violent assault.

have the physical and mental scars of an attack to deal

moral high ground so many times on this issue, and say

both psychologically and spiritually, are not trivial. You

with for the rest of her life.

that all violence is bad and wrong and can never be

cross through a turnstile at that point. You will never be

justified.

the same person.

. . . and your successful ly defending yourself could keep

absolutes.

another woman from getting hurt.
The criminal injustice system is obviously not a
deterrent.

For i nstance, the chance of a rapist getting

Life

is

more

complex

than

philosophical

Hollywood sanitizes or even glamorizes what it's like

If someone were to threaten the life of these

moralists - or their children - they would very much

to be assaulted.

want the best way to protect themselves possible.

feel i ngs it is to be victimized, the terror. and the sense of

caught and convicted are l in 605. Even if they do get

The aggressor makes the rules in any confrontation!

convicted, they all arc eventually released - many sooner

The best way to deal with men violently assaulting you is

than later because of federally-imposed mandates on

to give them reason to fear for their well-being and lives.

TV doesn't show what a miserable

helplessness when you realize you arc not strong enough
to defend yourself.

Movies rarely show an assault
continued on Page 8, AWARE.

GLOBAL HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH SERIE S
by T. Dean Fidan

ethnic Albanians returned from

I nternational. Despite these over

with bullet wounds, including two

t o w n o f Duoy igou, Weishan

(The fo l lo w i ng reports a re

Macedonia to Kosova or other

tures, Indian Gove rnme nt's record

girls aged six and seven. The sur

county, in Shandong Province,

taken from Amnesty I nternational

parts of former Yugoslavia will be

is questionable, reports of tortures

vivors were interviewed by an an

and se ntenced to long terms of im

USA [ A I ) sources.

at risk of ill-treatment, torture, and

and deaths in police custody, e.g.,

thropologist who has worked with

p r i s o n m e n t o r re-e d uca t io n

other violations.

four deaths in October '93 alone,

and is fluent in Yanomami.

through labour for their involve

Edited

Amnesty I n

ternational is a respected voice in

Ac

GOOD

in Andhra Pradesh: of P. Ashalu

cording to the survivors. the Ha

ment in peaceful religious activi

victims of human rights violations

NEWS! LETfER FROM 'PRIS

(60), a doctor; of Khader Babu

muxi community has been the

ties.

tl1roughout the world.)

ONER OF CONSCIENCE'

( 2 8); a girl named Pochamma

target of attacks by Brazilian gold

( 1 6); and a five-month-old child.

prospectors (gari mpeiros) since

world forums and it works to free

SOUTH K O R E A :

TADZHIKISTAN:

Ayniddin

TURKEY: Kurdish v i l lagers

Hwang Tae-Kwon, (37), is a

tortured and extrajudicially exe

prisoner of conscience, held since

Most of those who die in police

early July 1 993. On 22 or 23 of

chai rman of the Democratic Party

cuted. AI fears that a disinforrna

1 985 in South Korea solely for the

custody are criminal suspects who

July garimpeiros encircled a group

branch in Dushanbe's Frunze dis

Sadykov, a neurosurgeon and

tion campaign or news blackout

non-violent exercise of his rights

are tortured in order to ex1ract con

of women and children from the

trict, "disappeared" afier bei ng de

might be taking place in southeast

of freedom of expression and as

fessions or i nformation. Some ap

Hamttxi village who were picking

tained by armed men on 2 1 April,

em Turkey since the arrest of two

sociation. He is serving a 20-ycar

pear to be i nnocent of any crime.

fruit nearby, they shot two women

j ournalists of Ozgu r G u ndem

prison sentence under the National

Cover-ups extend to senior police

and an old man dead, kicked one

operating with the approval of the
govenlfncnt may have been re

1 993 . There is conccm that forces

(Free Agenda), arrested during the

Security Law of South Korea. He

officials and even some members

woman to death, and killed six

course of their investigation of hu

wrote to an Amnesty I nternational

of the medical profession as well

children and three adolescent girls

man rights violations.

member in Arendal, Norway :

as the magistrates. AI is promot

with machete blows to the head

nov, an activist in the opposition

ing the implementation of a ten

Rastokhez ("Renaissance") move

Despite

sponsible. . . . Nuriddin Sadiriddi

cate that the Turkish government

dream town in my memory.

point program for the prevention

and chest, and cut their throats.
The remaining villagers fled, tak

has declared the Kurdish region a

Three years ago now I received a

of human rights abuses in India.

ing their dead and cremating them

photo book titled 'Arendal, ' but

TOGO:

AI has learned that four

1 993 to l O years' imprisonment by

"Total -Conflict" area, there are

in hurried religious ceremonies.

a court in Asht district, for alleged
possession of illegal weapons. AI

these and other reports which indi

"Aren dal!

It has been a

ment was sentenced in March

signs that the authorities are al

never knew who sent it to me.

young boys, aged between 1 2 and

In the Yanomarnis' absence the

ready thinking of the future, i.e.,

Theyjust showed me the bookfor

1 5, were among at leas.t 2 1 people

garimpeiros apparently returned

some Kurdish media outlets and

a second and didn 't allow me to

who died in detention at the gen

to the village and bumed down the

schools are now open while other

keep iL

The scenery of Aren

darmerie in Bl itta following their

two communal huts (malocas) be

ties to reviC\\ and research their

forms of Kurdish autonomy are

dal. . . was so fantastic that I

arrest in Agbandi, central Togo, on

longing to the Hamuxi commu

cases.

being discussed in Ankara and in

thought it might be a part of a

26 August, 1 993 .

the streets privately.

moviefilm. Since then, Arendal

followed violent incidents in Ag

These arrests

nity .

S u rv iv o rs w ho w e re

i nterviewed

is concerned for the safel) of these
men and is cal ling on the authori

LAOS: Freedom of Expression

provided 23 nick

is still denied and Multi-Party Ad
vocates and Political Prisoners

YEMEN: AI is calling for the

has remained in "9' imagination

bandi during polling for the presi

names of Brazilian garimpeiros

unconditional release of the pris

as aplace appeared in afairy tale.

dential election the previous day,

they allege to have been their at

sentenced afte r unfa i r t ria l s :

oners of conscience, fair judicial

Maybe this beautiful imagination

when opposition supporters ap

tackers w ho o pe rate i l legal)

Thongsouk Saysangkhi, Latsami

reviews. and a stop to the death

was exeggerated by the contrast

parently uncovered evidence of

within the Y anornarni reserve.

Between 23 and 4 1

between my grey concrete cell

fraudulent practice.

sentences.

INDONESI A :

Khamphouni and Feng Sakchitta

AI is seriously

phong, three prisoners of con
science arrested on 8 October,

members o f the former National

and the colorful landscape of

BOSNI A- H E RCEGOVI N A :

concemed for the safety of Ahmad

Democratic Front (NDF) are still

your home town.

Anyway, the

A I i s concerned for t he safety of

1 990, for peacefully advocating

behind bars in Yemen, held in

photo book gave me a fresh

those Muslims and Croats who re

Jauhari, lawyer, (28). A note con
taining death threats against him

political and economic reform in
Laos. were tried and sentenced to

communicado for periods of up to

stimulus upon "9' monotonous

main in Banja Luka in north-west

was found shortly after his house

t11ree years.

prison life.

em Bosnia. Bosnian Serbs and the

was wrecked by ten men in the

1 4 years imprisonment on 4 No

Some were severely

tortured during this time by beat

"Now I come to know who sent

former Yugoslav National Army

early hours of 6 October, 1 993.

vember, 1 992.

ings on the soles of the feet and

the book, you can imagine how

took control of the area in April

The violent attack and threats ap

ports, the three men were denied

other parts of the body. electric

I am delighted at your letter

1 992, and abuses in the forms of

pear to have been motivated by his

legal representation for their de

shocks, sleep deprivation, expo

which was sent to me after the

torture, rape, and arbitrary killings

work on behalf of farming com

fence and, other aspects of the trial

According to re

sure to extreme tempe ratures,

lapse of three years. Th ank you

have occurred constantly since

munities in the Bogor area of West

proceedings may also have fallen

cigarette burns, fingernail removal

very much for your warm con

then. A recent report on 1 October

Java.

short of international standards for

and "Kentucky Chicken" or Ta'liq

cern and efforts for my release.

spoke of attacks on elderly people,

Legal Aid I nstitute (LBH-Am

(suspension from metal bar in

I am not lonely as long as there

e.g., the rape of two 65-year-old

pera) in Bogor.

serted between the knees and el

are people like you.

women and an attack on an elderly

bows while the w rists are tied

that there arefriends who worry

together).

The victims were re

about me in the opposite side of

portedly tortured in order to force

the globe inspires me with re

being attacked and beaten by

them to "confess" to criminal acts

doubled courage and hope. "

or to extract information about the

INDIA:

The fact

He works for the Ampera

fai r trial.
GEORGIA: Amnesty Interna

PHILIPPINES: Two children,

tional opposes death penalI) in all

couple in which the 80-year-old

Manilyn ( 1 0) and Abelardo (6)

cases and without reservation on

wife was left stripped naked after

Magpatoc, and their aunt Nenita

the grounds that it is a violation of

(20) Magpatoc, were reportedly

the right to life. The current status

armed men. The perpetrators are

abducted on 1 2 September. 1 993,

A statement was re

often unidentified, but they are fre

at 2 . 30 am, by armed men believed

Georgia remains unclear due to

and scope of the death penalty in

leased by the Indian Home Minis

quently uniformed and armed, and

to be military or police agents in

armed conflict in Abkazia. a re

BALKANS: ALBANIANS IN

try announcing that the Indian

their actions fit into systematic

Bitan-agen, Butuan City.

Government has decided to allow

patterns aimed at causing the Mus

gion i n the NW part of Georgia,

TH E FOR M E R Y UG O S L A V

fate and whereabouts remain un

where the conflict has been raging

REPUBLIC O F MACEDON I A

"certain human rights organiza

lims and Croats to flee.

known and Amnesty International

involving the arbitrary detention

NDF and its activities.

Their

Police have been systematically

tions to visit I ndia and see for

rounding up ethnic Albanians,

themselves how human rights

has learned that at the frontier re

mainly young men of military age

safeguards operate in various parts

gion bordered by these two nations

who have fled to Macedonia to

of the country ."

The statement

an estimated 40 Yanomarni Indi

sources i n Hong Kong, 3 7 Chinese

avoid military service in Serbia

also refers to a National Human

ans from the village of Hamuxi

Christians from a Protestant com

(the rump Federal Republic of Yu

Rights Commission and a "con

have been massacred. Among the

munity called the Jesus Family

goslavia).

structive dialogue" with Amnesty

survivors were four Yanomami

were arrested last year from the

AI is concerned that

BRAZIL/VENEZUELA:

AI

is urgently concerned · for their

of non-combatants, some are

safety.

taken as hostages, beaten, tor

CHINA:

Accord i ng to A I

tured, raped, and executed only
because of their ethnic origins.
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Wellness Day Sign-Up

GSU Student Uses
Leadership Skills I n
Student Senate

by Craig S. H u nt

She's a leader and if you're not
going to follow her, you had better
get out of her way.

Deadline Nears

Materials will be available for

"The customer isn't consulted

should reflect what she wanted to

enough," she believes.

accomplish.

As GSU Student Senate presi

Maher, an undergraduate, de

dent, Maher will work for changes

cided to major in criminal justice

She's working on behalf of the

tllat will allow students to be able

after being involved in the l O-y car

officially to declare a double ma

i nvestigation and criminal trial

versity , deter m i ned to change

jor if desired. She also wants im

process following the death of her

tlu ngs on campus and she might

provements to the student health

mother in a murder and arson-for

just be the person to do it.

ins urance plan.

profit scheme. At first, she set out

Maher doesn't have much free

to pursue a career that involved the

dent at a university. you're close.

time. I n addition to presiding over

apprehension o f a rson-related

She's TammyJo Maher -- presi

t he GSU Student Senate, she

criminals. Now, however, she is

dent of the GSU Student Senate.

works as a peer ambassador for the

aiming for a career assisting vic

Academic Advising Office, lead

tims of arson and violent crimes

But " ho is tJus young, strong
willed and dcternuned woman at

i ng orientation tours for new stu

through therapy and counseling.

the apex of student government at

dents. She is a member of the

Her minor in psychology will help

GSU? What's her philosophy on

Circle K Club, the student arn1 of

her in tl1at pursuit. She plans on

life?

K iwanis I nternational, a nd the

earning a master's degree in coun
seling or psychology.

"To endure," Maller tells you.

C riminal Justice Club, and serves

After reflecting for a moment, she

on numerous GSU conm1ittees as

adds, "To never stop working on

senate president.

"Many adults don't know what
a danlaged child needs," Maher

Before enrolling at GSU, she

says, speaking from experience.

attended Moraine Valley Commu

"You must be able to fix yourself

What would she like to say to

Jlity College. Why did she pick

before you can ftx someone else."

students of GSU? "Be involved on

GSU? "I like the suburban loca

Writing is part of her personal

tion And I didn't have the finan

healing process.

yourself To keep learning and
gro" ing ...

campus," she says.
Her goal as the GSU Student
Senate president is to get students

cial means to go anywhere else,"
she explains.

Maher, who is the first in her
family to go to college. realizes the

more i nteractive in the system and

On her second visit to GSU, she

i m portance of commu nity i n

to "have the student opinion heard,

was impressed by the treatment

volvement. She believes it helps

represented and counted."

given to her by Dr. Sonny Golden

her "develop leadershi p ski lls.

"It doesn't have to be my opin

stein, now her GSU advisor. He

Working with other people is prac

ion," she states. "I just want the

spent a lot of time with her work

tice for the real world." Being in

students' voice to be heard. " She

ing out a course study plan tllat fit

volved "hones and sharpens your

" ants to "elevate the students' po

her needs. She recalls tJ�at the pro

skills," she adds.

sition" at GSU to a position equal

fessor of crimi nal justice was

to faculty and staff in making the

genuinely concerned that the plan

decisions that impact t11e students.

8 "Wellness Day" at Governors

South Subwban TB Clinic and the

State University.

Y-Me Breast Cancer Support Or

The 3 to 8 p.m. program in the

students of Governors State Uni

If she sounds like a new presi

the American Cancer Society, the

The public is invited to the Nov.

Maher and her husband, Mi
chael Wessel, live in Lansing.

ganizatiott Representatives of the

Hall of Governors on campus will

South Suburban YWCA will be

i nc l ude a b lood d rive, b lood

available to explain their services

screenings, and general health and

available to women in the area

nutrition i nfom1a tion.

Displays will include free mate

Representatives of K&C Health

rials on a "healthy lifestyle," in

Horizons will do detailed blood

c l u d i ng

testing that will include several

recreation opportunities, i mmuni

blood screenings. The fee is $23.

nutrition,

fitness,

zations, drug and disease preven

The Heartland B lood Center

tion.

will conduct the blood drive.

This program is sponsored by

Appointments for the blood test

the Office of Student Life which

and blood drive should be made by

will provide refreshments. For ad

Oct. 30.

ditional infom1ation. cal l the of
fice staff at (708) 534-4550.

Couples Therapy
Workshop
When couples stop listcrung,

Topics of discussion for the

the counselor can be a valuable

workshop include positive tech

friend.

niques for helping a couple feel

The special techniques used in

quick success in relating to one

relationship skill training (RTS},

another, approaches to control and

including th" new RTS method,

defuse dysfunctional anger and

will be outlined in the two-day

conflict, and techniques for as

Governors State University work

sessing couple style and dynamics

shop "Couples Therapy."

for tailoring trnining as treatment.

This workshop, meeting from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Nov. 1 2 and 1 3 ,

Tuition for this course is $ 1 52

introduces professional counsel

for undergraduates and $ 1 56 for

ors RTS, a direct and positive ap

graduates. The noncredit fee is

p ro a c h

p rob l e m

$ 100. Participants can earn con

relationships achieve higher func

tinuing education units from the

tion. It draws upon recent re searc h

Natio na l B oards o f Ce rti fied

on personality structure, counselor
skill training as treatment, behav

Counselor or Social Work. For in
formation call Beverly Kyser at

ioral methods and general

GSU at (708) 534-4099.

to

assist

self

theory.

M i l l i o n s C o l l ected F rom
Stu d e nt Loa n Defa u lts
Federal income tax refunds are continuing to be withheld from I llinois student Joan
defaulters through a program involving the cooperative efforts oftJlfCC agencies. The l l linois
Student Assistance Conunission (I SAC}, the U .S. Department of Education and the Internal
Revenue Service ( I RS) have teamed up for the eighth consecutive year in tJUs effort which
has resulted in $ 1 5.8 nlillion in 1 992 federal tax refunds being withheld from 20,783
Ill inoisans.
I SAC has cooperated with the t\vo federal agencies to collect defaulted student loans
through the offset of federal tax refunds. Borrowers not paying on their defaulted student

-0�11I•lll�ilil((•lil •d
WE B UY & SELL

USED CD 's

loans were notified last fall that their refunds would be withheld unless satisfactory repay
ment arrangements were Dlade with I SAC. These notices were sent to approximately 75,000
borrowers for certification to the Internal Revenue Service for offset.

We pay TOP DOIJ.AR for your
USED CD's
We sell HUNDREDS of USED
CD'I at $7.99 and under
(Double and Importl lllgb
tly higher)
We ltock all the curren t CD'
I, Imports, Alternative ,
Rap, Tapes, Cauette Singles,
T-Shlrts, Accessories
and much more. We also ape
elal order at Do extra cos t!

While some of the defaulted borrowers were willing to make repayment arrangements,
63,050 loans were assigred to the U. S. Department of Educatiort ISAC is committed to
pursuing defaulted student loan borrowers. This successful program is just one exan1ple of
t11c1 t commitment," said ISAC spokesperson Bob Clement.

Total funds recovered from

Ill inois' defaulted borrowers since the inception of the federal ta.x offset program have
surpassed $73 .2 million, while nationally, over $2 billion has bee n collected
"l11e offset program has caught the attention of those borrowers who have ignored past
efforts of ISAC's collection staff," conwcnted Sharon Goins, ISAC's Acting Director of
Claims and Collections. Borrowers who want to establish satisfactory repayment arrange
ments should contact an account representative at I -800-WEHELP2 ( l -800-934-3572),
Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

sons dealing with group treatment of sub
stance abusers, will be offered Oct. 29 and
30 at GO\ cmors State U niversity .

the task of establishing treatment plans and
subsequent accountability and evaluation
This workshop meets from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m each day on the GSU can1pus. The

Facilitators have found that working in a

noncredit fcc is $ 1 00. Tuition for the one

group is more comfortable for clients who

credit-hour course is $ 1 52 for undergradu

otherwise may feel isolated or singled out.

ates and $ 1 56 for graduates. Registrations

GSU Professor Michelle McMaster will pay

arc being accepted by the GSU Office of

particular attention to the facilitator's role in

Conferences/Workshops and Weekend Col

the process and give special attention to an

lege at (708) 534-4099.

innovative approach utilizing the group in

I
I

:'?2 $11.99& VP :

1
I I

��� I
II -11.�

�
E.tp. I t ·•"·'\) I \ OFF lllfHS..W Exp.
- - - - - - - - _, �•

\.�th Coupon

Substance Abuse Treatment
"Group Techniques," a workshop for per

FOR "1 rc-- -- -AUen:;..,
(CD's
U8Eir3
$1 9.99
DIIHSW

., $7JUU.

�DIS C O UNT

�MEWOOD ..

biWng .. .... .

REGORDS

FRANKFORT �·:Rt. 30 &: La. Gran
ge (S U S) 464-5444
Halsted &: JUdge (708) 799
·9900
XTESON - Rt.3 0 &: Governors
(708) 46 1-1550
\... MIDLOTHIAN :-: 148th &: Cicero (708) 687-6060
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-
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Counseling Club Update

by Josie

by Eileen Truszkowski

SCORPIO

The regular meeting of the GSU 's Professional Counseling Club was held Friday .
October 22, 1 993 in the TV Lounge of the Student Center. In attendance were 15
members of the Student Orgaruzation as well as two faculty members from the Coun
seling department.
The first topic for discussion was the forth coming visit to the Chicago area of William
Glasser, lecturer and author of many books, including "Reality Therapy, on November
3, 1 993; and Albert Ellis. founder of RET, Rational Emotive Therapy on December 3.
1 993 . A motion was made and seconded that the Organization sends 10 student
representatives to hear Dr. Glasser. I f you arc interested there arc still six places
available.
A motion was made and seconded to tqable for further discussion the possibilit) of
the Counseling Club co-sponsoring several multicultural speakers during the months of
May and J unc .
Fund raising ideas were discussed. Currently in the planning stage for fund ratsing
arc a Candlelight Bowl, a candy sale. and a T-shirt sale. Plans move ahead on these
projects.
The Counseling Club will prov ide and man a table at the forth corning Well ness Day
sponsored by Student Life. The table will provide information about counseling services
available to the communi!) al various locations.
Dr. Diane Kjos and Dr. Judy Cooney talked about the response to recent questionnaire
sent to graduates of our counseling program and various intern sights where our student
serve their internships.
Dean Fidan discussed the m ailability of speakers from Anmcsty International.
Counseling Club will be co-sponsoring these speakers with several other Student
Organv.a tions in the future. As counselors we, in the future, will be i m oh ed with
healing global abuse of humanity .
A motion was made and seconded to meet again on Friday, November 5, 1 99 3 in the
Student Life TV Room, refreshment will agai n be provided by the Club for members in

(Oct. 24-Nov. 2 1 ) Aren't you a little old to be Tnck-or-Treating?

SAGITARIUS
(Nov. 22-Dcc. 2 1 ) This weekend let loose with friends. Make sure to de�ignate a driver
and to cany "Get Out of Jail Free" card at all times.

CAPRICORN

( Dec. 22-Jan. 1 9) Don't believe everything you read in fortune cookies.

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20-Fcb. 1 8) Turn a hobby into a money-making venture_just make sure that it's
legal in the state of Illinois.

PISCES
(Feb. 1 9-March 20) Have you ever considered Electrolysis?

ARIES
(March 2 1 -April 1 9) You'rc too adventurous for your own good. Won't you reconsider
those vacation plans to Miami?

TAURUS

(April 20- May 20) Three words:

5\\

itch to decaf.

GEMINI

attendance.

(May 2 1 -Junc 2 1 ) Generosity is one thing. Being a doormat is something else entirely !

AWARE, continued from page

CANCER
(June 22-July 22) It's that time of year again: time to clean out the refrigerator. No use
procrastinating, you might as well get it over witlt ..

LEO
( J uly 23-Aug. 22) Good news! Beavis and Butthead don't think you suck!

6

through the eyes of the victim they don't show
the intense
physical pai n of being raped.
You don't hear about the side
effects
like
dealing
"ith
recurring nightmares, or all the
small reminders you have bee n

VIRGO
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Check your insurance policy before going bungec jumping.

LIBRA

(Sept. 23 -0ct. 23) Call old friends collect and sec which ones accept the charges.
Those " ho don't can be eliminated from your Christmas card list.

P . B . K . Wordprocessing Serv
ices

·

· ·

·· ·· · · �·

FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!
Individuals and student organiza

(You've tried the rest . . . now
call the best)

tions wanted to promote hottest

• Resumes

spring break destinations, call the
n a t i o n ' s leade r . I n te r-Campus

•Term

Programs 1 -800-327-601 3

papers, dissertaions,

t hesis
• APA, Turabian, and other

• For more information, caJI
Pat , 396-28 10

}? arker

En te rp r i se s

(708) 747-5091

•
•
•
•
•

Tcnn/Tl1esi Papers
$2.00 per page
Rc ume - $ 1 5 . 00
Laser Printing
5 m i nutes from GS U

FRATS! SORORITIES!
STUDENT GROUPS 1

Ti l E BEST INCENSE

20 sticks per pack $ 1 . Minimuu

purchase 5 packs .

Black love,
opi u m , patchoul i , rose , sandal
wood , jasmin, vani lla, Egyptian
m usk, blue nile, cinnamon , China
rain, frankincense . Free incense
holder with

12 packs or more.

Add $3 for shipping and handling.
Send check or money order to

Cynthia Wiley 5800 W. Century
#9 1 098 Los Angeles, CA 90009
Dept . C9

Raise as Much as You
Want ., One WHid
$100 $600 $1500!
• • •

• • •

MatketAppl icationsforthe hot
test credit card ever - NEW
CM MASTERCARD. Users
eam BIG DISCOUNTS on GM
CARS! Qualifyfor FREE T-5HIRT
lc '94 GMC JIMMY.

Call 1 -800-932-0528,ext. 65.

decide for herself. But make it an

from, and form a strategy to
counter those risks. Keep in
mind that people won't always
jump in when they hear a scream
for help.
It's not as hard as you think
to learn how to defend yourself;
recovering from rape or assault
is another matter. Your mind is
your
ultimate
weapon
and
everything else is only a tool.
Don't be a victim.

Latinos

• Fast tu rnaround , Accurate,
discount rates, delivery
ing

That is for each woman to

Scholarsh ips Offered To

styles available

• References and Lase r print

you.

the various situations and threats
you may need to protect yourself

t L
f w a n te d-�1
:!;:�·· Serv1ces
·

made the difference for me. and
I refuse to be a victim again.
Perhaps a gun i s not right for

informed decision. Separate the
my1hs from reality. Think about

Cla ssifi ed Ads

TYP! ng

victimized. A gun would have

APT. FOR RENT, 3 miles from
GSU in beautiful wooded setting,
1 bdrm, all utilities inc. Available
mid-November. Contact Dave
Madison. ext. 4599 or 672-8807.

GSU will offer tuition scholar
ships to incoming Latino students
beginning in January.
The Latino Achievement Schol
arship Program is a competitive
scholarship open to outstandmg un
dergraduate students who are U .S.
citizens or permanent residents.
Students must be transferring to
Governors State for the first time
with a cumulative grade point aver
age of at least 3 .0, be enrolled for a
minimum of nine credit hours, and
be of Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cu
ban, Central or South Amencan
heritage or cultures.
Students may be eligible for a
renewal of the scholarship for an
additional three trimesters if they
meet academic criteria.
The selection com mittee re
quires a letter from the student. In
terested applicants can receive
additional information from Glen
Abbott, affmnative action officer at
GSU, at (708) 534-4 1 32.

Just

a

" thing"

I don't know how to say this

So it docsn 't sound stupid
So I ' l l j ust say it:
I like how beautiful Women of Color look these
days.

I like to see beautiful Topaz women.
With lots of long braids,
Or with their hair piled high on their heads like
crowns,
For the Royal Queens they arc.
I am happy that I sec lovely Mahogony faces

Decorated to look ,·cry black and very beautiful.
It always makes me sad to sec,
These same women tl) ing to look very "Anglo"
When our society calls for it.

This is all corning out so " rong!
What I am say ing is that I am proud
To sec all these Tiger-eye women look so proud.
When I sec their pride,

and joy,
For knowing such strong and noble Women.
I feel my own pride

There is no such thing As a "B lack" thing,
Or a "White" thing,
Or a " Woman" thing,
Or a "Man" tiling;
It's all One Thing,
It's all Our Thing.
Avalon Za kazakina

Mozart's Boosting The Charts
According to a new study made by the Center for
the Neurobiology of Learning and Memory at the
U niversity of California, Irvine, 36 students im
proved t11eir test scores after listening to l 0 minutes
of Mozart's Sonata for Two Pianos in D major.
As a result of this study the two-piano sonata's
arc becoming sell-outs nationally. Howev er, to
those who arc not able to get the sonata's, an) short
instrumental peace by Mozart will do just fine, say
the researchers.
Chicago' s well known music
stores such as Rose Records and Tower Records arc
doing big time sales on Mozart.
To an entusiast: "Good old Wolfy, he sure has
touched a lot of lives in many ways." For the mar
keting wizards: he seems to have once again deliv
ered them an ally-Science.

